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Background
ØAuxiliary Learning

ØOne primary task, several auxiliary tasks to help the primary task
ØMost widely adopted way：

ØCombine different auxiliary losses in a linear way
ØTune the weights to avoid negative transfer
Ø ∑!"#$ 𝑤!𝐿!

Øbetter performance on primary task Auxiliary tasks(task 1-n)

Primary task(task 0)

Auxiliary learning



Background
ØAuxiliary Learning

ØNot only auxiliary task, but also each data sample within each auxiliary
task should be considered

ØBeneficial information of samples are different
ØNoisy samples should be excluded

Data sample

Target task Auxiliary task

Bird classification Beak detection

useful not useful  

useful useful
What is needed ?

Schedule for both task and data



Method
ØParameter-efficient Task-data Scheduler

l Hypothesis 1. Data sample 𝑥!" in auxiliary task 𝑇# is 
beneficial to the target task 𝑇$, if task 𝑇# is 
beneficial to the target task 𝑇$ and the pair 
𝑥!", 𝑦!#" is beneficial to task 𝑇#.

l Hypothesis 2. 𝑥!", 𝑦!#" is beneficial to task 𝑇# , if 𝑥!"

contains useful features for 𝑇# and 𝑦!#" is a correct 
label.



Method
ØParameter-efficient Task-data Scheduler

1. Relations between tasks

2.  Importance of each data sample to each auxiliary task
a. Whether data sample contains useful features

b. Whether the data label is correct

Task relation vector 𝛼!

Task Prototype 𝑃%

Adaptive Pass Filters 𝑎%, 𝑏%

l 𝑤!% = 𝜎 𝛼% ∗ 𝜎 𝑃%& 𝑐!% ∗ 𝜎 𝑎%𝑙!% + 𝑏%
l (task importance + sample feature similarity with 

prototype + loss judgement)
l 𝜷 = {𝜶, 𝑷, 𝒂, 𝒃} 𝑂(𝑑𝑛) learnable parameters, d 

(feature size)<< m



Method
ØJoint TML and Scheduler Optimization

Bi-level Optimization:

Lower level: Optimize TML
Upper level: Optimize Scheduler



Method
ØJoint TML and Scheduler Optimization

ØLower Optimization

ØUpper Optimization

weighted gradient

implicit theorem

Neumann Series



Results

ØFull Supervision ØSemi-Supervision

1. Auxiliary tasks are more beneficial when target task lacks in labels
2. Joint task-data scheduling is effective

1. CUB: bird classification as primary task, bird attribute classification as auxiliary tasks(1+312 tasks)
2. Pet, CF-10, CF-100: image classification as primary task, rotation prediction as auxiliary task(1+1 tasks)
3. ML-1M: rating prediction as primary task, ctr prediction as auxiliary task(1+1 tasks)



Results
ØRobustness to label Noise



Results
ØLearned schedules

task id

sample id



Conclusion
ØPropose task and data scheduling for auxiliary learning
ØPropose an parameter-efficient task-data scheduler
ØGive a complete solution accommodating various scenarios with
efficiently approximating bi-level optimization
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